Royal Reads for teens

The Selection Series
Cass, Kiera
TEEN FIC CAS

Red Queen
Aveyard, Victoria
TEEN FIC AVE

The Wrath & the Dawn
Ahdieh, Renee
TEEN FIC AHD

The Heir and the Spare
Albright, Emily
TEEN FIC ALB

Throne of Glass
Maas, Sarah J.
TEEN FIC MAA

The Impostor Queen
Fine, Sarah
TEEN FIC FIN

The False Princess
O’Neal, Eilis
TEEN FIC ONE

Princess of the Midnight Ball
George, Jessica
TEEN FIC GEO

Girl of Fire & Thorns
Carson, Rae
TEEN FIC CAR

Crimson Bound
Hodge, Rosamund
TEEN FIC HOD

Can’t get enough?

Check out these websites:
Royal Reads on Epic Reads
www.epicreads.com/blog/royalreads-16-ya-books-to-rule-us-all

YA Book Nerd Princess List
yabooknerd.blogspot.com/2011/04/ten-things-ya-princess-books.html

Albion District Library
501 S. Superior Street Albion, MI 49224
(517) 629-3993 • www.albionlibrary.org